Hoopla Recommendations for Grade 4

Anderson, David. **Granted** (Fantasy Fiction)
Barrow, Randi. **Saving Zasha** (Historical Fiction) Audio Book only
Chokshi, Roshani. **Aru Shah and the End of Time** * (Fantasy Fiction)
Clements, Andrew. **The Map Trap** (Realistic Fiction) Audio Book Only
Collins, Tim. **The Long-Lost-Secret Diary of the World’s Worst Pirate** (Adventure)
Cummings, Pat. **Trace** (Ghost Story)
DCamillo, Kate. **Because of Winn Dixie** (Realistic Fiction)
DeAngelis, Camille. **The Boy from Tomorrow** (Science Fiction)
Eamer, Claire. **Inside Your Insides** (Non-Fiction)
Fusco, Kimberly Newton. **Chasing Augustus** (Realistic Fiction) Audio Book Only
Graff, Lisa. **Umbrella Summer** (Realistic Fiction)
Gravel, Elise. **Olga: Out of Control** * (Science Fiction)
Gutman, Dan. **Genius Files** * (Action Fiction)
Gutman, Dan. **Honus and Me** * (Sports Fiction)
Hale, Shannon. **Diana: Princess of the Amazons** (Graphic Novel)
Harper, Charise. **Lights, Camera, Cook!** (Realistic Fiction)
Jones, Kari. **A Fair Deal** (Non-Fiction)
Kerley, Barbara. **Following Baxter** (Science Fiction)
Larson, Kirby. **Audacity Jones to the Rescue** (Action Fiction) Audio Book Only
Lasky, Kathryn. **The Quest of the Cubs** * (Fantasy Fiction) Audio Book Only
Lin, Grace. **Mulan: Before the Sword** (Action Fiction)
MacLachlan, Patricia. **Word After Word After Word** (Realistic Fiction)
Markle, Sandra. **The Great Rhino Rescue** (Non-Fiction)
Resau, Laura. **The Tree of Dreams** (Fantasy Fiction) Audio Book Only
Richards, C.J. **Junkyard Bot** * (Science Fiction)
Ringwald, Whitaker. **The Secret Box** * (Mystery)
Scott, Elaine. **Our Moon** (Non-Fiction)
Simon, Seymour. **Rocks & Minerals** (Non-Fiction)
Singer Hunt, Elizabeth. **Adventure in the Amazon** (Action Fiction) Audio Book Only
Skye, Obert. **Pillage** (Fantasy Fiction)
Sternberg, Julie. **Like Bug Juice on a Burger** * (Realistic Fiction)
Travers, Pamela. **Mary Poppins** * (Fantasy Fiction)
Webb, Holly. **The Case of the Stolen Sixpence** (Mystery)
Weiner, Jennifer. **The Littlest Bigfoot** *(Fantasy Fiction) Audio Book Only
Welford, Ross. **Time Traveling with a Hamster** (Science Fiction) Audio Book Only
Wilder, Laura Ingalls. **Little House on the Prairie** (Historical Fiction)
Williams-Garcia, Rita. **One Crazy Summer** (Historical Fiction)
Yardi, Robin. **The Midnight War of Mateo Martinez** (Action)